News and views - UNITA's monthly newsletter is finally here.

Please feel free to share it with your
community!

Stories from UNITA

First face-to-face meeting with GEMINAE partners
On September 12th, members of UNITA in collaboration with their partners
outside the European Union met in Barcelona to design new strategies that
will allow expanding the internationalization of UNITA students, teachers,
administrative staff and researchers.
Read more

Intercultural weekend in the Alps with UNITA
At the beginning of this academic year, the UNITA team from the Université
Savoie Mont Blanc (USMB) invited international and French students to an
intercultural weekend in the French Alps.
Read more

UNITA prizes for bachelor and master theses on the
theme of "European Citizenship"
From October 1st to October 31, UNITA organizes a competition for students
who have written a thesis on the theme of European citizenship.
Read more

First edition of the Université d’été by UNITO
The first summer residential course Université d'été was held from August 29
to September 3, 2022 gathering 20 UniTo students and 4 UNITA students.
Enhancing the cultural heritage of the cross-border territory for responsible
tourism at the spaces of the Casa Alpina di S. Anna di Valdieri (CN), in the Alpi
Marittime Natural Park, organized by the Department of Foreign Languages
and Literatures and Modern Cultures of the University of Turin in collaboration
with the Association Cultural Antonella Salvatico.

Read more

Rom'Pol. Crime fiction in Romance languages: an
emerging cultural heritage

From September 27th to October 1st 2022, 16 students from the universities
of Zaragoza, Beira, Pau and La Plata took part in the 2nd edition of the
thematic school "Rom'Pol. Crime fiction in Romance languages: an emerging
cultural heritage".

Read more

The UNITA European Alliance and the Biella Metromountain Territory. Research, Business, Culture and
Community
On Thursday, Sept. 29, took place the event "The UNITA European Alliance
and the Biella Metro-mountain Territory. Research, Business, Culture and
Community" promoted by Università degli Studi di Torino in collaboration with
Città Studi Biella, Fondazione Cassa di Risparmio di Biella and NEMO Nuova
Economia in Montagna.

Read more

UNITA podcast « Tout savoir sur l’intercompréhension
»
Listen here

Discover the 6 partner universities!
Read more
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